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Hey babes,
I'm Tiff!

I'm a business coach, lover of diet pepsi,

hugger of any dog i can find & reel hater

turned reel convert!

here to show you that you can get amazing

reel views with a smaller following.
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Plan for our session

Introduction to Reels and why they are important for your

business

how to use reels in a way that feels right for you & your

business

a walkthrough of the basic features, what they do & how to

use them
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- 15 to 30 second video clips (shorter can be better)

-creating fun & engaging content

-available in over 50 countries 

 - snapchat popularity > introduced stories in 2016

-new way to connect with audience from grid

reels - best of all worlds combined

- way to push your content globally unlike

stories/igtv/grid (hashtags)

-film video clips or upload from library

 

Reels - what & why?
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connection is everything - show yourself in a different way

 

gets you & your business in front of new customers & a

different reach

 

Bridging the gap between igtv & stories - one stop shop 

 

time to make vs potential reach

 

great way to make yourself human - differentiate from your

competition

 

 

Reels as a business tool
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- consider getting a ring light to make everything look brighter

-poor visibility will be a turn off - ease wins.

-reels is being rolled out so will change & adapt thats why it's

good to get on board now.

-reel should entertain, add value, isnpire, & be engaging (four

pillars of your business)

- its helpful to batch create you reels when you're in the flow

of creating them. take clips throughout the day

-done is better than perfect, you have to do them in the first

place to get better

-save reels you see to a collection for you to come back to.

 

 

Before you start...



- 3 types of profile: personal, creator & Biz

the differences:

personal - average insta user, no insights not for

building a brand or biz

Creator: can still see insights, music for reels or

connect to third party apps

Biz: Insights, more cta buttons (book now button),

limited music,

worth thinking about what you need

 

 

what's your profile?
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Go to your
profile & click
three lines in

corner

Click onto
settings from

the menu

Go down and
press Account

Click on 'switch
account type'

Switch to
whichever

account works
best for you
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How do we use insights for reels?
-business/creator account for

insights

-accounts reached show you most

popular days & times to post 

- don't worry about unfollows

- which of your posts have the most

likes/comments/shares/saves

-use that to recreate for your reel

content

 

 



How do I see reels?
The two main ways main ways to see

reels

 

-open the app and the reels button

is on the bottom in the middle

 

- click the search icon and go to

the explore page

(search for relevant reels -ootd)
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How do I create reels?
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If you click on reels
icon, you can see

camera icon in
corner.

If you open the app
and look in the

right hand corner.
Click on plus symbol

Open the app on
the homescreen,

slide right. 
Options at the bottom



What do they mean?
- 15 or 30 seconds - tap to choose

 

- choose your music

 

- do you want to speed it up?

 

- Choose your filter

 

-use the timer & align feature (Not pictured)
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How do I create reels?
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Swipe finger
along to pick

which bit of the
song

music

 

-Think about using a 

trending song to 

increase your views 

 

- choose account that

comes with music or you

can find music from others



How do I create reels?
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Speed Filter Timer

 
Add from 

video library

Align

Speed

Choose if you want

 speed up or slow your 

vid down

filter

Choose a filter 

before you film, can't 

add in after.

timer

use the countdown 

3 or 10 seconds

Align

use it for jump 

transitions etc



How do I create reels?
Create

-press the middle button &

hold down like you would 

to record on stories.

-when the time has finished

you'll have the option to

either go back (left arrow) 

or continue to adding 

extra's (right arrow)
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11 seconds
left

7 secs 
left

Go back
or next

 



If you go backwards...

move video to
where you

want & trim
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Clips
highlighted

select which you
want

If delete this
will come up  

Delete
Trim

after you're
happy press 

Done



How do I create reels?
before we share...

1.save to phone 

(do just in case it deletes)

2. add in gif stickers

3.you can add in your 

own audio & a Song.

You can alter the volumes

so both can play if you

want to voiceover

add ins &
share

GIF
Stickers
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Add in your
own audio

 



How do I create reels?
4. Add voiceover to reel

 if you want

5.add in any lines or

squiggles you want

6. add your own text

at first your text will

show throughout the whole

reel but you can move it

to where you want to.

Add
voiceover

add lines or
squiggles
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Add in your
own text

 



How do I create reels?
Adding text

7. use the sides to trim to

the points where you want

the text. Move the text

to where you want it.

8.you'll see your text

disappears when out of the

part you've picked

9.you'll see all text added

10. think about branding &

not too high/too low

Use sides
to trim

text
disappears
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All text
added

 



How do I create reels?
get ready to publish!

- if for any reason you want

to go back you can using <

- choose a cover if you want

from the video or upload

picture.

-Make sure it shares to your

feed

-write in caption & upt0 30

hashtags

-share or save as draft

text
disappears
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-They take some time to create so

don't give up - follower ratio

-reels is being rolled out so will

change & adapt - body of work

-can see your drafts on reels

section of your profile

-always share to story & view

story reshares by public accounts

& share (Social Proof)

-views/likes/comments/shares

 

After you've published...



A popular reel... & it's cycle!



A body of work...
6th Jan

9th Jan

11th Jan



Content Inspiration...
Make it relateable to who your audience is

e.g - women - periods, housework, friendship,

find your niche - educational/comedy/tips

look at funny memes - can they transfer to a reel?

scroll & save vids & audio - 

Meet the team / answer FAQ's /before vs after/

myths/ your routine/ how you prepare

find 10 people who inspire you when it comes to

reels & switch on post notifications for them

-your normal content just in a different way

 



Reel Prompts...
- Introduce yourself

- your top 3 picks - skincare/systems/styles

-myths vs reality - most faq's

-morning routine / a day in the life of a va

-timelapse of you working - painting

- Top 5 tips for - styling outfits/getting noticed

- 3 things your business couldnt live without

-3 favourite apps for your business

-repurpose your content into a new format, doesn't

always have to be new content

 



- THEY ARE AMAZING FOR ENGAGEMENT BUT DOESN'T 

MEAN THAT IT'S GOING TO HAPPEN STRAIGHT AWAY

- you are your businesses expert

- dOING A FEW REELS & NOTHING ELSE WONT WORK

BE CONSISTENT EVERYWHERE

engage, engage, engage with your community

- Post reels 3 times a week - fri/sat evenings

- your energy is everything - commit to it

Make it relateable - Pay attention

Remember your why & ideal client

 

What to take away...


